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ABSTRACT 
Today, with digitally stored information available in abundance, even for many less commonly 
spoken languages, this information must by some means be filtered and extracted in order to avoid 
drowning in it. Automatic summarization is one such technique, where a computer summarizes a 
longer text into a shorter non-redundant form. The development of advanced summarization systems 
also for smaller languages may unfortunately prove too costly. Nevertheless, there will still be a need 
for summarization tools for these languages in order to curb the immense flow of digital information. 
This chapter sets the focus on automatic summarization of text using as few direct human resources as 
possible, resulting in what can be perceived as an intermediary system. Furthermore, it presents the 
notion of taking a holistic view of the generation of summaries. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Text summarization is the process of creating a summary of one or more texts. This summary may 
serve several purposes. One might, for example, want to get an overview of a document set in order to 
choose what documents one needs to read in full. Another plausible scenario would be getting the gist 
of a constant news flow, without having to wade through inherently redundant articles run by several 
news agencies, in order to find what might differ in reports from different parties. With digitally 
stored information available in abundance and in a myriad of forms, even for many less commonly 
spoken languages, it has now become near impossible to manually search, sift and choose which 
information one should incorporate. Instead this information must by some means be filtered and 
extracted in order to avoid drowning in it. Automatic summarization is one such technique.  

There are a number of techniques for text summarization in use, with the most obvious being the 
snippets or extracts one can see in the hit lists of search engines in conjunction to the search results. 
These snippets are carefully created based on the context of the query words provided by the user and 
give a very condensed overview of the retrieved documents. 

The application areas for automatic text summarization are extensive. As the amount of 
information on the Internet grows abundantly it is difficult to sift through and select relevant 
information. Information is published simultaneously through many media channels in different 
versions. The same news story could, for instance, be published in a paper newspaper, web 
newspaper, as a SMS news flash, mobile radio newscast and a spoken newspaper for the visually 
impaired. Also, these may today be accessed by a myriad of display devices, sporting a wide range of 
presentation capacity. Customization of information for different channels and formats is an immense 
editing job that notably involves shortening of original texts. Automatic text summarization can 
automate this work completely, or at least assist in the process by producing a draft summary. Also, 
documents can be made accessible in other languages by first summarizing them before translation, 
which in many cases would be sufficient to establish the relevance of a foreign language document, 
and hence save human translators work since they need not translate every document manually. 
Automatic text summarization can also be used to summarize a text before an automatic speech 
synthesizer reads it, thus reducing the time needed to absorb the key facts in a document.  

Some everyday tools for text summarization can be found in Microsoft Word AutoSummarize and 
in the Apple Safari web browser. With the Safari text summarizer you can mark a piece of text and 
then select Services and Summarize and get the text summarized at the size you wish either at 
sentence or paragraph level. Regarding Microsoft Word you can find AutoSummarize in Word under 
Tools and AutoSummarize. You can select to see extracts in the context of the original text or obtain a 
complete new summarized text. 

The title of this chapter sets the focus on summarization of text, automatically carried out by a 
computer program using methods more or less directly transferable from one language to another. 



This accomplished by using as few human resources as possible. The resources that are used should to 
as high extent as possible be already existing, not specifically aimed at summarization and, 
preferably, created as part of natural literary processes. Moreover, the summarization system should 
be able to be easily assembled using only a small set of basic language processing tools, again, not 
specifically aimed at summarization. The summarization system should thus be near language 
independent as to be quickly ported between different natural languages. The motivation for this is as 
simple as intuitive. Apart from the major languages of the world, there simply are a lot of languages 
for which large bodies of data aimed at language technology research, let alone research in automatic 
text summarization, are lacking. There might also not be resources available to develop such bodies of 
data, since it is usually time-consuming and hence expensive. Nevertheless, there will still be a need 
for sufficiently efficacious automatic text summarization for these languages, acting as intermediate 
states, in order to subdue this constantly increasing amount of electronically produced text. 

This chapter is organized in the following way. First comes the section Background that gives the 
reader an overview of the main approaches to automatic text summarization. The second section 
Language Dependent Processing gives an overview of how language specific traits affect 
summarization tools. The third section, Language Independent Processing, is the contrast to language 
dependant processing and we can here see in what manner a summarization system can be made truly 
portable. The fourth section Holistic Summarization gives the gist and the state-of-the-art of text 
summarization and finally the fifth section is called Application of Automatic Text Summarization 
were one see the use of all these wonderful tools. 
 
BACKGROUND 
Summarization approaches are often divided into two main groups, text abstraction and text 
extraction. Text abstraction is in many aspects similar to what humans abstractors do when writing an 
abstract, even though professional abstractors often utilize surface-level information such as headings, 
key phrases and position in the text as well as the overall organization of the text into more or less 
genre specific sections (Liddy 1991, Endres-Niggemeyer et al. 1995, Cremmins 1996). Text 
abstraction naturally falls under the field of paraphrasing, which is the restating of a passage such that 
both passages would generally be recognized as lexically and syntactically different while remaining 
semantically invariable (McCarthy et. al 2009). The parsing and interpretation of text is a venerable 
research area that has been investigated for many years. In this area we have a wide spectrum of 
techniques and methods ranging from word by word parsing to rhetorical discourse parsing as well as 
more statistical methods, or a mixture of all. Also the generation of text is a vigorous research field 
with techniques ranging from canned text and template filling to more advanced systems with 
discourse planners and surface realizers. 

Text extraction, on the other hand, simply reuses a subset of the original text, thus preserving the 
original wording and structure of the source text. Sometimes the extracted fragments are post-edited, 
for example by deleting subordinate clauses or joining incomplete clauses to form complete clauses 
(Jing & McKeown 2000, Jing 2000). Most of the research in the field of automatic text summarization 
has to the nature been that of text extraction. If the aim is a portable system that can – with as little 
friction as possible – travel between languages, then semantic parsing into a formal description as 
well as the use of handcrafted semantic resources certainly is out of the question. 

A distinction most pertinent to this chapter is that of language dependent and language 
independent natural language processing (NLP). A language dependent system would be a system 
geared at a specific language, or a set of languages. It might perhaps utilize manually built lexical 
resources such as ontologies, thesauri or other language or domain specific knowledge bases. Other 
dependencies constraining a system to a specific language may be the employment of advanced tools 
as, for example, full parsers, semantic role assigners or named entity tagging, or the use of techniques 
such as template filling. The term “language independent”, on the other hand, usually denotes a NLP 
system that is easily transferred between different languages or domains. The system is thereby 
independent of the target language. In this chapter we will mainly investigate two research topics in 
the context of automatic text summarization. These two desired properties are resource lean and 
portable.  

 



LANGUAGE DEPENDENT PROCESSING 
A true language independent NLP system should be directly transferable to new domains or a 
completely different natural language. As will be discussed in this chapter, there are many steps to 
cover on the way to a portable summarization system. No matter to what extent an extraction based 
summarization system is, or claims to be, language independent it still has to do some more or less 
language dependent preprocessing before it can be applied to the task in question. At the very least 
some basic knowledge about natural languages in general must be made available to the system in 
order to facilitate segmentation of the text into desirable units of extraction. 
 
Preprocessing 
Prior to any deeper linguistic treatment of a text the units of that text must be demarcated and possibly 
classified. The text can initially be viewed as a mere sequence of characters within which we must 
define these units (Grefenstette & Tapanainen 1994). First after having defined and isolated the units 
we are interested in we can begin to operate on them. This stage of isolation occurs on many levels; 
e.g. tokenization divides the character sequence into words, sentence splitting further divides 
sequences of words into sentences, and so on. These preprocessing steps are often more or less 
language dependent, and thus deserve a brief discussion. 
 
Tokenization 
In order to perform extraction based summarization we must first decide on what granularity our 
extraction segments will have, i.e. the “size” of the textual units that we copy from the original text 
and paste into our summary. This could be a paragraph, a sentence, a phrase or even a clause, 
although the most common probably is extraction performed on sentence level. Often it is necessary 
to first split the text into words (tokens) in order to correctly identify these boundaries between 
clauses, phrases or sentences. Sentence splitting as such is often considered as a non-trivial task, 
considering the irregularities of natural languages. However, at least for many Germanic and 
Romance languages a small set of regular expression rules, perhaps accompanied by a list of 
abbreviations commonly including a punctuation mark, usually produces an acceptable result. Using a 
list of abbreviations of course makes the tokenization inherently language dependent as an 
abbreviation list usually is handcrafted. There are, though, languages lacking word-boundary markers, 
such as Chinese and Japanese, which certainly provide a more challenging task (Crystal 1987), but 
much statistical work has been carried out also for these languages, e.g. Chinese word segmentation 
(Luk 1994). 

 
Managing Word Forms 
In running text the same word unit in many languages can occur in several different morphological 
variants. These inflected forms are governed by the context, i.e. if the text is presented in singular or 
plural form, present or past tense etc. In most cases these different lexical forms have similar semantic 
interpretations and can consequently often be considered as equivalent for the purpose of many 
Information Management (IM) applications. In order for an IM system to be able to treat these 
inflected forms as one concept, often referred to as a lexeme, it is common to use a so-called 
stemming algorithm. Efforts towards statistical language independent stemming have been taken, so 
this step can possibly be automated in a truly language independent system. A promising such 
approach, where stem classes are built using co-occurrence statistics, has been proposed by Xu & 
Croft (1998). The authors have demonstrated an improvement in information retrieval after clustering 
stem classes for English and Spanish, but for more morphologically complex languages the challenge 
of language independence still awaits. Another such approach by Bacchin et al. (2002) treats prefixes 
and suffixes as a community of sub-strings. They attempt to discover these communities by means of 
searching for the best word splits, which in turn give the best word stems. 

Most statistical language models are more or less susceptible to sparse-data issues. In reality this 
means that the presence of very rare words, or patterns, adds noise to the model since the statistical 
grounds for modeling a representation of these are too weak. One such phenomenon is compounding. 
Agglutinative languages, which are languages in which most words are formed by joining morphemes 



together, tend to be very productive in creating compound words (Crystal 1987). Theoretically the 
length of a compound word is unlimited, however longer compounds tend to become unwieldy and 
are infrequent in actual discourse. For example, the fully valid Swedish compound noun 
strålbehandlingsplaneringsdatortomografi would translate into English, being a mostly analytic 
language, as “radiation treatment planning computer tomography”. This 40-letter word of course 
makes for a very rare occurrence even in a gigaword corpus. It should thus be perfectly clear that the 
representation of a document’s content would benefit highly from having each constituting lexeme 
represented separately, thereby consolidating frequencies. Consequently, related to the task of 
stemming is that of compound splitting. Several statistical approaches to identifying lexeme 
boundaries in compounds exist, and may be used in different combinations, where one for instance 
can take advantage of co-occurrence statistics by letting words that occur more often in the same text 
be the preferred split (Sjöbergh & Kann 2004). 

 Also, it is common to remove so-called stop words prior to the construction of these document 
descriptions, leaving only the content bearing words in the text during processing. Often a predefined, 
handcrafted stop list containing common words is used for removal of words known to be function 
words, which although far more high frequent than content words are far fewer in number. This does, 
however, make the creation of document content representations language dependent. A language 
independent alternative would be to apply term frequency thresholds where terms (words) that have a 
very high, and possibly also those that have a very low, frequency are removed and thereby reducing 
noise in the model. 

 
LANGUAGE INDEPENDENT PROCESSING 
The approach to language independent summarization presented in this chapter heavily relies on the 
notion that documents, or rather a source document and a set of proposed summaries, can be 
compared for similarity. This notion is well established in, for example, Information Retrieval, where 
user queries act as fuzzy “descriptions” that are matched to a set of documents in order to find the 
document most similar to that description. When comparing documents for content similarity it is 
common practice to produce some form of document signatures. These signatures represent the 
content in some way, often as a vector of features, which are used as basis for such comparison. This 
comparison can be attempted on several levels, e.g. on lexical, syntactic or semantic grounds. 
 
The Vector Space Model 
The Vector Space model is a document similarity model commonly used in Information Retrieval 
(Salton 1971). In this model the document signatures are represented as feature vectors consisting of 
the words that occur within the documents, with weights attached to each word denoting its 
importance for the document. We can, for example, for each term (word) record the number of times 
it occurs in each document. This gives us what is commonly called a document-term matrix, where 
the rows represent the documents in the document collection and the columns each represent a 
specific term existing in any of the documents (a weight can thus be zero). 

Using this matrix we can view the feature vectors as projections in a multi-dimensional space 
where the dimensionality is given by the number of documents and the number of index terms (the 
vocabulary, if you will). We can then measure the lexical similarity between two documents simply 
by calculating the in information retrieval commonly used cosine angle between these vectors. For 
our purposes, the two documents being compared for similarity might as well be a document being 
summarized coupled with a summary of said document, as we shall see further on. 

 
Term Weighting 
When constructing document signatures it also common to modify word frequency counts in the hope 
of promoting semantically salient words. There are many theories on how to model salience, where 
the most common probably is the tf·idf model. In this model tf represents the term frequency and 
corresponds to the number of times a certain content word, represented by its stem or lemma, occurs 
within a specific document. This count is usually normalized to prevent a bias towards longer 
documents. However, in the same manner as the much more frequent function words adding noise 



when attempting to identify content words describing the content of a document, very common 
content words can easily “drown” content words describing a specific document, e.g. within a specific 
domain. One example of this would be that if we have set of documents discussing the medical 
treatment of cancer, then certain domain specific content words would to a high extent be common in 
each of the documents in the set. In order to counter this phenomenon of domain specificity it is 
common to weigh the term frequency by the number of documents in which the term occurs (Spärck-
Jones 1972). This notion of document specificity is often referred to as the inverse document 
frequency, or simply idf, of which you then often take the logarithm. The final weight for a specific 
word ti within the particular document dj from the document set D would then be calculated as 
(tf·idf)i,j = (ni,j/∑k nk,j) * log(|D|/|{d:ti∈d}|) where ni,j is the number of time ti occurs in dj, nk,j is the 
total number of words in dj, |D| is the total number of documents in the document set D and |{d:ti∈d}| 
is the number of documents in which ti occurs in the document set. While (high) term frequency can 
be seen as a measure of local importance, (low) document frequency of the term in the whole 
collection of documents can be seen as a measure of general importance; the weights hence tend to 
filter out common words. The tf·idf value for a word will always be greater than or equal to zero. 

As we above in part are defining salience as frequency fluctuations between documents, the tf·idf 
model requires a set of documents as well as the necessity of examining all of them while recording in 
which documents a specific word occurs in order to calculate the final weight of each word. To 
overcome this requirement of a predefined set several other approaches to capturing salience have 
been suggested. One such approach, proposed by Ortuño et al. (2002), models salience by tracking the 
distributional pattern of terms within a document. The authors show that the spatial information of a 
word is reliable in predicting the relevance of that word to the text being processed, independently of 
its relative frequency. The base of this observation is that words relevant to a text will normally 
appear in a very specific context, concentrated in a region of the text, presenting large frequency 
fluctuations; i.e. keywords come in bursts. The burstiness of a word is calculated using the standard 
deviation of the distance between different occurrences of the same word in the text. However, words 
that occur only with large distances between occurrences usually have a high standard deviation by 
chance, so the standard deviation is divided by the mean distance between occurrences. This way the 
salience model only relies on the document currently under consideration. 

The problem with counting terms on a lexical level is that the relation between the terms is not 
always what it seems to be, at least not by only looking at the constituting characters. Rather, the 
relation between words and concepts is many-to-many. For example, we have synonymy, where a 
number of words with same “meaning” have very different lexical appearances. In this case lexical 
term matching misses relevant frequency conflations, thus impacting recall negatively. A hypothetical 
example would be that we have a document D such as D = {kitten, dog, pussy, cat, mouser, doggie, 
feline}. It is quite obvious, given that you know the meanings of the words occurring in the document, 
that the document is mainly about cats. However, to a system relying on lexical string matching the 
document would seem to be about seven different concepts to the same degree. With a little creative 
stemming, conflating dog and doggie, we might even come to the conclusion that it is mainly about 
dogs, as the other terms would not easily be matched. 

 
The Meaning of Words 
Modeling of the meaning of words has always been an elusive task in natural language processing. 
Words are nothing more than sounds or a sequence of graphemes until they become associated with 
an object, an action or some characteristic. Words therefore not only come to denote objects, 
phenomena or ideas in the physical world, but also gain a connotative substance based on how and 
when they are used (Mill 1843). In the Saussurean tradition this connotation, or meaning, is seen as to 
arise from the relative difference between words in a linguistic system. According to Saussure this 
constantly restructured system of differences is negotiated through social activity in a community of 
users (Saussure 1916). Two types of relations constitute the base of this difference, where syntagmatic 
relations concern positioning and paradigmatic relations act as functional contrasts (substitution). The 
meaning of a word is thus defined by the company it keeps. 

 
Word Space Models 



Until the early nineties most of the work in statistical language learning was concentrated on syntax 
(Charniak 1993). However, with the induction of Latent Semantic Analysis (Dumais et al. 1988) a 
whole new field of lexical statistical semantics sprang into existence and today enjoys considerable 
attention in current research on computational semantics. 

The general idea behind word space models is to use statistics on word distributions in order to 
generate a high-dimensional vector space – a concept space. In this vector space context vectors 
whose relative directions are assumed to indicate semantic similarity represent the words. The basis of 
this assumption is the distributional hypothesis (Harris 1954), according to which words that occur in 
similar contexts also tend to have similar properties (meanings/functions). From this follows that if 
we repeatedly observe two words in the same (or very similar) contexts, then it is not too far fetched 
to assume that the words also mean similar things, or at the very least to some extent share properties. 
Furthermore, depending on how we model these contexts we should be able to capture different traits. 
We should for instance be able to populate the word space model with syntagmatic relations if we 
collect information about which words that tend to co-occur, and with paradigmatic relations if we 
collect information about which words that tend to share neighbors (Sahlgren 2006). 

This approach is often seen as a solution to semantic difficulties in NLP like synonymy and 
hypernymy, which are not captured by the traditional use of the vector space model. It should 
however be noted that word space methods still are oblivious to the nature of the lexical strings they 
are tracking. Therefore, given a definition of what constitutes a meaning bearing token in a particular 
language, it usually is advantageous to perform stemming and/or stop word removal, depending on 
e.g. the level of morphology of the language in question. Such considerations taken into account a 
word space model can be applied to basically any language. For instance, word space models have 
been applied to, among many other languages; English, German, Spanish, Swedish as well as 
Japanese (Hassel 2005, Sahlgren & Karlgren 2005, Sahlgren 2006). 

 
HOLISTIC SUMMARIZATION 
The traditional way to perform summarization based on text extraction methods is to rank the 
sentences in a source document for their respective appropriateness for inclusion in a summary of this 
document. These sentences are then concatenated into a summary, which is delivered to the user. This 
conjugate is seen as containing the sentences most central to the topic of the input text, thus being a 
representative summary. As contrast, the idea behind a holistic view on summarization is that 
summaries should be weighed for fitness as a whole, already in the production step. This means that 
no prejudice is exercised on individual sentences – all sentences are treated as equal. Instead it is their 
ability to co-operate in forming an overview of the source text that is judged upon. 

In order to evaluate this fitness we need to have some way of comparing a source document with 
one or more summary candidates for content similarity. This is accomplished by letting the concepts 
we have accumulated by tracking co-occurrences of words in contexts, i.e. by use of Hyperspace 
Analogue to Language (HAL; Lund & Burgess 1996), Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA; Landauer et 
al. 1998) or Random Indexing (RI; Kanerva et al. 2000), form document signatures. An example of 
how context information can be gathered into vectors with RI can be seen in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. A Random Indexing context window focused on the token ideas, taking note of the co-

occurring tokens. The row marked as cv represents the continuously updated context vectors, and the 
row marked as rl the static randomly generated index labels (random labels), which in practice act as 

addable meta words. Grayed-out fields are not involved in the current token update. 



 
Analogously to how we projected the words’ semantic representations into a concept space we 

can now, by letting the document/summary descriptions be weighted the aggregate of the concept 
vectors of the words contained in that document/summary, project the documents into a multi-
dimensional document space. 

As with the concepts we can now measure the semantic similarity between the document being 
summarized and a proposed summary by taking the cosine angle between the content vectors of the 
two. When using this approach to measure document similarity it is common to normalize the vectors 
by the length of the documents in order to avoid the case where the longer a summary is, the more 
likely it is to be similar to the original text. Here it might also well be noted that this optimization of 
semantic similarity between the source document and the considered summary is not in any way 
constrained to computationally generated summaries. The summaries being evaluated and selected 
from could in practice be produced by any means, even being man-made. 

 
The HolSum Summarizer 
We will now exemplify what we have discussed so far with a summarization system that embodies 
both the notion of near language independent, portable summarization and that of taking a holistic 
view of the summary under consideration. HolSum (Hassel 2007) is a text summarizer that aims at 
providing overview summaries by generating a set of summary candidates, from which it presents the 
summary most similar to the source to the user. In practice this means that HolSum tries to represent 
the various (sub)topics of the source text in the summary to the same extent as they occur in the 
source text. 

 

 
Figure 2. A detailed schematic overview of the HolSum system, with its core language 

independent properties numbered. (1) being the acquisition of semantic knowledge, (2) the 
application of the acquired semantic knowledge, and (3) the semantic navigation of the space of 

possible summaries. 
 

HolSum is trainable for most languages provided a tokenizer that can segment the text into the desired 
extraction units (e.g. sentences) and tokens suitable for co-occurrence statistics (e.g. words), as 
defined by that language. Apart from the obligatory sentence and word splitter, and the optional stop 
word filter and stemmer/compound splitter, there are three main areas of interest in the HolSum 
system. These three areas, marked with the numbers one through three in the HolSum system layout 



(see Figure 2), are the acquisition semantic knowledge, the application of the acquired semantic 
knowledge and, lastly, the semantic navigation of the space of possible summaries. 

 (1) The acquisition of semantic knowledge is carried out by using Random Indexing to build 
concept representations – context vectors – for a very large vocabulary. Even though we have chosen 
to use RI as means for acquiring the co-occurrence statistics on words, you could basically use any 
sufficient model for acquiring such semantic knowledge. It should not, at least in theory, make any 
difference whether you use for instance RI (Kanerva et al. 2000), LSA (Landauer et al. 1998) or HAL 
(Lund & Burgess 1996). These models are equally language independent given a definition of what 
constitutes a meaning bearing token (i.e. a “content word”) in a specific language, and do all use 
vectors as their representation for concepts. 

(2) In this model, document signatures are formed by aggregating context vectors (i.e. the 
constituting words’ co-occurrence vectors). This aggregation is not an approach specific to our model; 
rather it is common practice when using word space models as means for document representation. 
Nevertheless, it is not, from a linguistic point of view, a particularly appetizing approach to the 
encapsulation of a documents semantic content, albeit one that clearly improves on the traditional 
vector space model (Hassel & Sjöbergh 2006). The Achilles’ heal of this approach, theorywise, is that 
while the formation of concept representations, in Random Indexing, shies away from the bag-of-
words approach in that it has the ability to capture syntactically governed semantic relations between 
words, the document representations regress into a bag-of-concepts model. Even so, relenting to the 
model we have there still is room for different models of salience weights when producing these 
document signatures. In the context of HolSum two such models have been evaluated; the traditional 
tf·idf model and the standard deviation of word occurrences (Hassel 2007). 

(3) As mentioned, the document signatures crafted in (2), being vectors as they are, can be 
positioned in a high-dimensional space where they can be compared for content similarity. Lacking a 
set of man-made summaries to compare and choose from, a suitable set of summaries must be 
computationally generated. In the current architecture this is performed by using a greedy search 
algorithm starting in some initial summary, e.g. the leading sentences of the text being summarized, 
and iteratively reshaping the summary by swapping sentences from the source text in and out of the 
summary, until no better summary is found (according to some criteria). Using this approach it is 
obvious that we risk getting stranded in a local optimum, however, it is not feasible to exhaustively 
explore the entire document space in the search of the globally best summary. Furthermore, we do not 
even know how many “best” summaries there are for the current text, which would be interesting in 
itself perhaps being a measure of the text’s “summaribility”, which leaves us with little information 
on whether we should restart the search or not. Despite these objections the approach has performed 
reasonably well in standard evaluations. 

 
Evaluation of the Portable Holistic Approach 
The HolSum approach has mainly been evaluated along the lines of the evaluation setup for task 2 in 
the Document Understanding Conferences 2004 (DUC; Over & Yen 2004), providing both a well 
known evaluation data set and metrics, both a baseline and a human ceiling as well as a score of other 
summarization systems as reference. In task 2 for DUC 2004 the assignment was to produce short 
multi-document summaries focused by news event clusters (50 clusters, ~10 documents per cluster). 
The target size for each cluster summary was <= 665 bytes (alphanumerics, whitespace, and 
punctuation included). The baseline for this task was simply the first 665 bytes of text taken from the 
most recent document in each cluster and the human ceiling was calculated by taking the mean 
performance of each of the eight man-made summaries authored for each cluster comparing it to the 
remaining seven using ROUGE (Lin 2004). In this case we do not necessarily need to normalize the 
vectors by the document length since the first document in the pair-wise comparisons always is the 
full documents and the second always is a summary very close to the length of 665 bytes. However, if 
we also would like to investigate what length of the summary would be more suitable we would also 
have normalize by length. The system has also been evaluated for Swedish (Hassel & Sjöbergh 2005). 
The data used for building the conceptual representations for English was comprised of over 100 
million words, while the Swedish representations were built on merely 34 million words. 



The impact of the dimensionality chosen for the Random Indexing step has been evaluated by running 
the experiments several times, building semantic representations using a variation of dimensionalities 
(250, 500 and 1000 dimensions). The results show little variation over different dimensionalities (see 
Table 1). This means that as long as one does not choose too few dimensions, the dimensionality is 
not a parameter that needs considerable attention. For each dimensionality the mean performance 
using four different random seeds was also calculated, since there is a slight variation in how well the 
method works with different random projections. The dimensionality showing the most variation in 
the experiments spanned 33.8-34.4% ROUGE-1 (see Table 1). Variations for the other dimensions 
were slightly less (Hassel & Sjöbergh 2006). The best systems in DUC 2004 scored roughly 39% 
(Over & Yen 2004), with many of the participating systems scoring below 34%. 
 

 DUC 2004 DUC 2001-2004 
Human-ceiling 42.6 39.7 
Holistic-250 33.9 32.0 
Holistic-500 34.2 32.3 
Holistic-1000 34.1 32.4 
Holistic-RAW 32.7 30.9 
Holistic-noRI 30.3 28.5 
Baseline-lead 31.0 28.3 

 
Table 1. ROUGE-1 scores, in %, for different dimensionality choices of the context vectors. RAW 

indicates no use of stemming and stop word filtering, and noRI uses a traditional tf·idf weighted 
vector space model instead of Random Indexing. 

 
This shows that by applying a set of basic text processing tools with latent semantic analysis one can 
device a highly portable extraction-based summarization method that, in contrast to most extraction- 
based systems, does not rank the individual extract segments contributing to the summary. Instead it 
compares complete summaries to the original text, and chooses the best summary candidate it can find 
by a simple search strategy. 
 
APPLICATIONS OF AUTOMATIC TEXT SUMMARIZATION 
This section describes the application areas of automatic text summarization in order of appearance. 
The very first application area for automatic text summarization was to create abstracts/extracts from 
articles without abstracts to be stored in library systems together with the title and author name, (Luhn 
1959). At that time one could not store the whole article digitally in the library system due to storage 
constraints.  

Today there is a wide range of application areas for automatic text summarization, the most 
common and obvious one is in information retrieval. We can already observe it in the result list of 
search engines where a summarized part of each retrieved document is presented interweaved 
together with the search terms of the user, the so-called snippets. We can consider these snippets to be 
a crude form of user adapted text summaries. Another possible application is in the mass media area. 
Today a news article is written by a journalist, but when typesetting the newspaper the article is 
shorten manually to the appropriate size so that it can fit in the layout, in between the advertisement. 
In parallel the same article is also typeset for the web, WAP or SMS text messages. An experiment is 
described in Dalianis et al. (2004) where both manual editors and the SweSum text summarizer 
(Dalianis 2000) where given the task to summarize 334 news texts written in Swedish to the 
appropriate format for the newspaper Sydsvenska Dagbladet. The manually cut down texts were 
compared with the automatically summarized texts and it was found that the texts where almost 
identical. Both the editors and the SweSum text summarizer cut down and summarized the texts 
mainly from the end. The same experiment was carried out for SMS format (maximum 160 
characters) and the results from SweSum were considered suitable to be used directly in news paper 
production. 

Business Intelligence systems or news monitoring systems are today very common where one 
surveys a large flow of news media, this news flow can be summarized so the user can obtain an 



overview of the stream before deciding if she should click on the news summary and read the 
complete news article. One nice live application is the Columbia News Blaster, which takes several 
news articles describing the same topic and summarizes it to one single news flash (McKeown & 
Radev 1999, McKeown et al. 2003). Further one might need a multilingual multi-document automatic 
text summarizer, in which case one could use MEAD (Radev et al., 2004). 

If we go to the area of medicine and biomedicine we find several attempts to use automatic text 
summarization and also the closely related area natural language generation to adapt both text and 
data to different user groups such as patients, physicians, nurses and scientists. In Hirst et al. (1997) a 
system is presented that from medical digital libraries produces user adapted information towards 
individual patients’ specific needs, summarized from information on surgery of breast cancer to living 
with diabetes but also general health education. If we look at generation of text from source data 
Portet et al. (2009 describe a system that takes survey data from a baby at a neonatal clinic and 
generates a textual description for several different user groups such as the clinicians, the parents or 
even the relatives and friends of the patient. The textual description contains information that is 
adapted to the interest and needs of each user group. 

Another system is PERSIVAL, which is described in McKeown et al. (2001). PERSIVAL 
generates user-adapted information both for patients and physicians, and uses as input the patient 
record of the patient to find what topics the generated text should contain. PERSIVAL then searches 
for the relevant information in external resources and summarizes it to the relevant level of the user. 
The text that is constructed for patients’ origins from several consumer health texts, while the text 
constructed for physicians is collected from medical journal articles.  
 
FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
We can envision a system that learns more and more about a given domain or language the more the 
system processes texts and therefore can create progressively more fine tuned text summaries. The 
HolSum application shows promising results in this direction as the Random Indexing approach to 
word space models allows for the document being summarized to be folded into the knowledge base 
of the summarizer before the actual summarization begins, thus potentially utilizing relations between 
words even in the current document. 

In the future specialist books will be ordered on demand. A specialist book will be user adapted 
and customized according to who orders the book, delivering content at an appropriate complexity 
level. The book will contain different parts from other books, pictures, sound samples, videos and 
maybe even material from other languages that are translated automatically to the target language. An 
extension to this application could be to in a coherent way incorporate diagrams and tables into the 
summary, such that the quality of the summary further increases. We already see some advancement 
in multi-media summarization. In the wake of this development we also believe that more research 
should be put into the presentation of summarized material, perhaps incorporating the temporal factor. 
This could, for instance, be done by presenting a steady flow of news on different topics as constantly 
reshaping documents, much in the manner of Google Wave, where contents could be adapted, 
evolved and honed as the news story progresses. This would also suit the medical domain, by 
providing snap-shots of a patient’s health status and progression. 

Another possible near-future application is that newspapers will be produced completely 
automatically. The articles will of course be written by journalists, but all typesetting including layout 
of advertisements will be performed by systems that have embedded text summarization both for the 
news article and for the advertisement texts. 

 
CONCLUSION 
As we have seen in this chapter there are several linguistically motivated text processing tasks that 
need to be addressed from a language independence point of view. Among these are such tasks as 
tokenization and sentence segmentation. Furthermore, we have discussed the impact of these tasks on 
the representation of the contents of documents, i.e. document signatures. The impact of stemming 
and compound splitting on document signatures is also discussed. These document signatures can then 
be compared for similarity using the vector space model. Related to this discussion is the notion of 
salience and how one can promote topically relevant words and concept representations in the 



document signatures. These concept representations are crafted by gathering word co-occurrence 
statistics used for grouping semantically related words in a word space model. This model is based on 
the distributional hypothesis according to which words occurring in similar contexts tend to have 
similar meaning or function. 

Lastly, we have presented the notion of holistic summarization were a set of summaries are 
internally ranked and the “best” summary presented to the user, rather than the traditional conjugate 
of individually ranked sentences. This notion has been exemplified with the HolSum summarizer, 
which employs the Random Indexing word space model for crafting concept representations. These 
concept representations are used to form document signatures for both the input text as well as 
generated summaries, which are compared for semantic similarity in a document space. The 
discussion up to this point supports the portability of the approach, as it requires no sophisticated 
tools, although stop word filtering and simple stemming clearly improves the results. Even though 
access to large amounts of raw (unannotated) text is needed for good performance, this is for many 
languages readily available, for instance on the World Wide Web.  
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KEY TERMS & DEFINITIONS 
Corpus: A large collection of writings of a specific kind or on a specific subject. A corpus should be 
balanced so that it is representative for the language or domain that covers. Corpora are often used in 
statistical language technology for both training of machine learning approaches and evaluation of the 
end result. 
 
Holistic: The philosophical view that all the properties of a given system (may it be physical, 
biological, chemical, social, economic, mental or linguistic) cannot be determined by its component 
parts alone. Instead, the system as a whole governs in an important way how the parts behave within 
the system. In the context of summarization this view stands in contrast of the customary ranking of 
individual sentences within a text being summarized. 
 
Intermediary: Components that are intended to be consumed or converted into another component, 
and therefore not destined to appear in the final production system. These system or component states 
need to be sufficiently efficacious when initially moving a language technology system to new 
domain or language. Given the availability of necessary resources these intermediates are often honed 
in later stages of research. 
 
Language independent: The ability to seamlessly move from one language or domain to another. This 
transfer should be facilitated by the systems’ ability to adapt to the irregularities natural languages 
exhibit, e.g. by learning new instances of language use, without the use of hard-coded language 
specific knowledge or need of specifically annotated or structured data. 
 
Portable: The portability of a system or method is most often an issue of cost. When lacking the 
necessary resources to build advanced systems the ability to transfer an intermediary system to other 
languages or domains, with as little effort as possible, becomes crucial. This applies both to the 
system itself as to the evaluation of the system in its new context. 
 
Resource lean: Resources can be many things, e.g. human resources, economic resources, spatial or 
temporal resources, data resources etc. The research on summarization in focus in this chapter is in 
some sense lean on human resources since while it demands large bodies of data for training, this data 
does, however, not need to be annotated nor structured in any way, and can be collected “in the wild” 
(e.g. it can be text already in existence, produced for entirely different purposes). Thus it most 
certainly is resource lean regarding the other identified resource types, since 

1. structuring and annotation of data takes time and requires quite a bit of human effort; 
2. human labor (usually) is more time consuming than the computerized counterpart; 
3. humans desire more space than (most) computers require; 
4. time, space and human labor most definitely cost money. 

 
ROUGE scores: Automatic summarization evaluation using unigram co-occurrences between 
summary pairs. Has in studies been shown to correlate surprising well with human evaluations, but 
has also met critique for not performing well on longer word chains as well as in earlier versions 
being quite easy to fool. Inspired by BLEU scores, a similar metric used in machine translation. 
 
Text abstraction: The production of text that is a shorter non-redundant rendition of the source text. 
This is accomplished by parsing the original text in a deep linguistic way, interpreting the text 



semantically into a formal representation, finding new more concise concepts to describe the 
information carried by the source text and then re-generated in a new shorter form. An abstract may 
thus contain words and expressions not used in the original text, while still conveying the same basic 
information as the source text. 

 
Text extraction: Generation of a shorter content representation by reusing a subset of the original text. 
This relies on the identification of the most relevant passages in one or more documents, often using 
standard statistically based information retrieval techniques augmented with more or less shallow 
natural language processing and genre or language specific heuristics. These passages, often sentences 
or phrases, are then extracted and pasted together to form a non-redundant summary that is shorter 
than the original document with as little information loss as possible. 
 


